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DHR announced results from the first hole of five drill holes on their Caldera drill program. Selected 
core from each of the five holes has been sent for analysis, with the next results expected in late 
November. The initial drill hole, CP21-01, has anomalous gold results up to 324 parts per billion gold 
over 1.4 metres. The drill hole intersected primarily volcanic tuffs, moderate to strong propylitic and 
argillic/sericitic alteration, as well as multiple fault zones.

I am not sure why they would release one poor result. In small drill programs it is best to release all 
drill holes together. It can be argued that if you have a spectacular result that is material information, it 
should be released. This certainly was not and it only disappointed the market.

It is only one of five holes and one of five targets. One of the next targets will most likely have way 
better results than this first hole. I have the stock as a strong buy because of the price and sell off on 
an incomplete and inaccurate measure of the recent drill program.

 A correction to yesterday's issue. This line should have been Remedesivir, not Invermectin

“May 1st 2020 memo from Fauci advised hospitals to use this deadly trial drug Invermectin Remdesivir to
treat Covid-19. It is still recommended, you can see it here with the NIH advisement to hospitals as of 
August 25, 2021.”

I had a couple questions on Florida doing better. I should have put that in better context. In more detail
they recovered quicker and farther from the last wave than most states despite a non restrictive policy

Check out the current stats, their cases
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/florida-covid-cases.html
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